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COPYRIGHT
Important Notice: Patterns in Parchment Craft 

magazine can be used to make as many � nished 
products as you like for any purpose, including to sell. 

Designers appreciate an acknowledgement of the 
source, such as ‘Handmade by (the maker’s name) from 

a design by (the designer’s name) 
in Parchment Craft magazine’. However, it is an 

infringement of designers’ rights to copy and sell the 
patterns themselves by any means, including o� ering 

the material for publication either printed or electronic.

To complete each project you will need a
basic tool kit, we suggest it should include:
■ Parchment paper

■ Low tack tape

■  White pencil or white ink and mapping pen

■ Small, Medium and Large Ball embossing

■ Small, Medium and Large Shader tools

■  Fine and Bold, Single, Two and Four needle 

■ perforating tools

■ Embossing and perforating mats

■ Parchment scissors or snips

■ Metal rule and craft knife

■ Card for insert and double sided tape

Hello and Welcome
to the June issue of Parchment Craft

A big hello and welcome to the June issue of 
Parchment Craft, hopefully wherever you are 
you’re sat comfortably with a glass or a mug 
of your favourite drink whilst pondering 
which piece to tackle fi rst. 

Thanks very much to all of you who took 
time out to complete our recent readers 
survey. The questionnaires are now in the 

hands of our survey team and your 
answers will help to shape a better 
and brighter magazine.  

Looking inside this month’s magazine there’s 
a great selection of projects and designs for 
you to tackle including a beautiful pair of white 
work cards from Anneke Oostmeijer and Julie 
Roces plus ideas for Father’s Day on 21st June.

Editor
Carl Golder 

www.parchmentcraftmagazine.com

www.facebook.com/ParchmentCraft

www.twitter.com/ParchmentCraft

www.pinterest.com/PCMagazineUK
Parchment Craft,
Warners Group Publications PLC.  
The Maltings, West Street,
Bourne, Lincolnshire PE10 9PH

carl.golder@warnersgroup.co.uk@

Contact us...
TALENT SP    TTERS
Do you have an original and unpublished piece of work which you 
would like to share with the readers of Parchment Craft magazine? 
If so, please send your card or project to the address below.

As mentioned last month, I’m pleased to announce that the Summer Special will 
be published 26th June. With over 25 exclusive projects, patterns and templates it 
really is a Special edition not be missed, so if you’re in the UK and would like to take 
advantage of our ‘early bird discount’ and save £1 
and receive FREE P&P turn to page 39.

Carl Golder
Editor

 Enjoy the issue.

Parchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchmentarchment
Summer Special 2015 

In association with the Bristol Parchment Craft Show
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PCA
■  Bold Diagonal Flexi Duo Grid

Pergamano
■  Lavender Blue coloured parchment 

■  Semi-Square perforating tool

■  Dorso colours (lively collection) 

■  Perga Glue

PLUS
■  Faber-Castell Polychromos Pencils

 189 Cinnamon

107 Cadmium Yellow

165 Juniper Green

129 Ultramarine

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Pastures New 
With the majority of this piece worked with Ball tools and the 
addition of just a small amount of colour, this card is especially 
suitable for beginners.  

04 June 2015
Parchment Craft

Designed by
Mary G. Kerr
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Trace
¡   Secure a plain piece of parchment 

to the pattern with removable tape.
¡   Use a sharp white pencil to trace 

the outline and � ower border 
on layer one.    
¡   Repeat for the next layer and 

trace the outline, wording, house, 
� owers and garden tub.   

Emboss
¡   With your ruler and Small Ball tool, 

emboss all of the straight lines 
on the reverse of the paper on 
both layers.  
¡   Use your Extra Small Ball tool to 

emboss the outline of the house, 
windows, chimney, � ower tub, door, 
around the centre circles within the 
� owers in the border of layer one 
and between all of the Semi-Square 
perforations in both layers.
¡   Emboss the � owers around the door, 

� ower in the chimney, the wording 
and the � ower outline in the border 
of layer one with your Small Ball tool.   
¡   With your Large Ball tool emboss the 

door handle, balls on � ower tub, 
and the centre circles within the 
� owers in the border. 

Perforate
¡   Perforate as shown in the 

pattern with your Semi-Square 
perforating tool.

Grid Work
¡   Follow pattern A for layer two 

on the reverse of the paper.

Colour
¡   With your polychromos pencils 

colour the house, curtains, 
chimney, tub and leaves on the 
reverse of the paper.  

Dorse
¡   Dorse behind layer two with blue 

and yellow colours from the 
lively range of Dorso crayons, 
blending with dorso oil or a 
medium of your own choice.

Cut
¡   Cut out all of the Semi-Square tool 

perforations as shown in the pattern.

© Mary G. Kerr 2015
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windows, chimney, � ower tub, door, 

  Emboss the � owers around the door, 

of layer one with your Small Ball tool.   
  With your Large Ball tool emboss the 

© Mary G. Kerr 2015

Finishing
¡   Secure each layer  to your Lavender 

coloured parchment paper (shiny 
side up) with removable tape.  
¡   With your Semi-Square perforating 

tool shallow perforate on a 
thin mat around the outline, 
then re- perforate deep on a 
soft perforating mat with a 
One Needle tool.  
¡   Cut out with your scissors as 

shown on the Semi-Square 
perforating pattern.       
¡   Place a small dot of Perga Glue 

around each Semi-Square 
perforation in the outline, line up 
each layer and secure to your card 
as shown in the photo of the 
� nished project.

  

  Secure each layer  to your Lavender 

  With your Semi-Square perforating 

Mary says…
As there is a fl oral border, you could adapt the centre piece to suit, 
for example add some 3D fl owers, or pra� ise a white work fl ower, 
the ideas are endless.     

FO
LD

 L
IN

E

LAYER 2

LAYER 1

A

GRID A ON PCA FLEXI DUO 
GRID BOLD DIAGONAL

SEMI SQUARE 
CUTTING DIAGRAM
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Ragdoll Cat 
Ball tools and pencils have been used 
to create a stunning piece of work.

Designed by
Carol Hadlow  

06 June 2015
Parchment Craft

Carol says...
Cats are so beautiful but this ragdoll 
cat is exceptional. She is named 
after the colour of her eyes, Bluebell.

Pergamano
■  Two Needle perforating tool

■  Four Needle perforating tool

■  Tinta white ink

■  Tinta sepia ink

■  Dorso colours (lively collection)

PLUS
■  Peel off stickers

■  Pale blue insert card

■  White insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Designed byDesigned by
Carol Hadlow  Carol Hadlow  
Designed by
Carol Hadlow
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Perforate
¡    Working with your Four Needle 

tool, perforate deeply along the 
card outline.

Colour
¡    Using dry Perga Liners and 

sharpened to a point, shade the face 
with orange, pink, brown and black.

¡    Shade the ears with pink, brown and 
black and use gentle strokes to 
build up the colour but don’t 
� atten the embossing.

¡    Colour the iris on the eyes with 
turquoise blue pencil and the 
nose with pink and brown.

¡    Use a black pen for the pupils, 
around the eyes and the nostril.

¡    Add highlights with white ink 
on the eyes.

Cut
¡    Cut out the Four Needle 

perforations into crosses and slots. 
¡    Cut around the edge of the card 

along the perforations.

Trace
¡    Use sepia ink for the eyes, 

the nose and the mouth. 
¡    Trace the rest of the design 

in white ink.

Perforate
¡    Use your Four Needle tool to create 

the pattern around the border.

Emboss
¡    Working with your Large Ball tool, 

gently emboss the large white areas 
on the cat to de� ne the lighter 
areas and the shadows.

¡    With a Medium Ball tool, emboss the 
whitest areas of the fur.

¡    Emboss the hair on the ears and the 
whiskers with an Extra Small Ball tool.

¡    For a � u� y e� ect, emboss the � ne 
hairs around the outline of the head 
and ears freehand with a stylus.

¡    Highlight the whiskers and ears 
by carefully re-tracing.

¡    Emboss the dots and � owers between 
the perforations on the border.

Finishing
¡    Cut a piece of blue card slightly 

larger than your design and stick 
under the design with a long edge 
� ush with the fold line.

¡    Fold a piece of white card in half 
and stick the white card behind the 
blue card with the fold lines � ush 

¡    Trim o�  the white card leaving a 
narrow white border.

¡    Finish with gold lines and a peel 
o�  greeting.

© Carol Hadlow 2015

To read more about Carol's 
crafty life turn to page 34.
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Delightful Dresden 
As you may recall from a 
piece which we ran in the 
April issue, Linda and Pat 
have set up the Academy 
of Independent Parchment 
Craft Tutors. One of their 
aims being to re-introduce 
certain techniques which 
have been lost over time 
to modern techniques. 
This card designed by 
Linda and created by 
Pat features the 
Dresden painting 
technique. 

08 June 2015
Parchment Craft

Designed by
Linda Williams and Pat Murphy 
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Use a piece of blo� ing paper as you paint 
to prevent the parchment from warping.

TOP TIP  ✪ TOP TIP ✪
 TOP TIP ✪

 TOP TIP ✪ TOP TIP ✪ TOP T
IP

 ✪
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Emboss
¡    Start the embossing by using your 

Large Ball tool on the reverse of 
the paper on the lightest parts 
of the � owers.

¡    Gradually work down to your 
Medium Ball tool.

¡    Emboss the scrolls at the top 
of the piece.  

Grid Work
¡    Attach your parchment to 

Multi Grid No. 4 and emboss 
the dots at the top. 

Perforate
¡    Use your Two Needle tool to 

perforate the panels at the top 
and around the outside. 

Cut
¡    Carefully cut away the waste 

parchment with your scissors 
or snips.

Top Sheet (grid work)
Trace
¡    Attach a plain sheet of parchment to 

the pattern and trace the design with 
a sharp white pencil.

Grid Work
¡    Attach to Multi Grid No. 19, 

making sure that the parchment 
is level on the Grid.

¡    Starting at the centre, work out to 
both ends and emboss a line of 
dots every six rows, adding an 
embossed dot either side to 
alternate the pattern. 

Bo� om Sheet (painted)
Trace
¡    Begin by tracing the � owers and 

leaves with ink. 
¡    Trace with a white pencil the 

butter� y in the centre and the 
top sections of the card.

Paint
¡    Water the inks down a bit, so that 

you start with a pale shade � rst, 
gradually building up the colour 
and using less water. 

¡    Begin by painting the leaves � rst 
but workout where you want the 
lightest colour � rst. 

¡    Paint the top of the � owers using a 
combination of red and orange. 

¡    Use blue ink for the bell shaped 
� ower at the bottom.

¡    Paint the daisy with red ink.  
¡    Paint the rose with fuchsia 

coloured ink. 
¡    Use yellow for all of the centres, 

adding a dot of sepia.
¡    Add a few highlights to the � owers 

and leaves with corresponding 
Pintura or acrylic paint. 

Pergamano
■  Rainbow coloured parchment

■  No. 1 or No. 2 Round paintbrush

■  Pintura paints

■  Tinta green ink

■  Tinta violet blue ink

■  Tinta yellow ink

■  Tinta orange ink

■  Tinta red ink

■  Tinta fuchsia ink

■  Tinta sepia ink

■  Multi Grid No. 4 (straight)

■  Multi Grid No. 19 (diagonal)

PLUS
■  Needle and thread 

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Emboss
¡    Emboss along the top of the 

pattern shape.

Perforate
¡    Use your Two Needle tool around 

the outside edge across the top 
and down the side.

Cut
¡    Cut away waste parchment.

Finishing
¡    Wrap the Grid Work sheet around 

the painted sheet and secure 
together with needle and thread. 
Finish o�  the design by adding a 
few adhesive crystals and to the 
painted sheet and a bit of glitter 
on the butter� y. 

tt

    Attach a plain sheet of parchment to 
the pattern and trace the design with 
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© Linda Williams and Pat Murphy 2015© Linda Williams and Pat Murphy 2015
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Pergamano
■  Multi Grid No. 4

■  Perga Glue

PLUS
■  Faber Castell polychromos pencils

Orange glaze (113)

Dark cadmium orange (115)

Ultramarine (120)

Medium flesh (131)

Permanent green olive (167)

May green (170)

Chrome green opaque (174)

■  Grey insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

In Times of Need 
Roselyne presents a card featuring embossed white lilies. 

Trace
¡   Secure your parchment to the 

pattern and use a white pencil to 
trace everything apart from the 
stalks and leaves.

Colour
¡   With your polychromos pencils, 

colour in the stalks and the leaves 
of the lilies with a combination of 
permanent green olive and chrome 
green opaque.
¡   Colour slightly in the centre of the 

� owers with medium � esh.
¡   Colour in the pistil with May green. 
¡   Use May green, orange glaze and 

dark cadmium orange for the 
stamens. 

Grid Work
¡   Place your parchment on Multi Grid 

No. 4 and perforate within section A.

Perforate
¡   Perforate around and inside the 

scrolls with your Two Needle tool.
¡   Work around the outside of the oval 

with your Three Needle tool. 

12 June 2015
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Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

Designed by
Roselyne Rivierre 
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Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A
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Emboss
¡   Turn the parchment over and use 

your Ball and Shader tools to emboss 
the scrolls and lilies.
¡   Emboss the line around the oval. 
¡   Emboss the edge of the cross, the 

text and the Grid Work indicated on 
the pattern.
¡   Erase any visible pencil lines.

Dorse
¡   Dorse with ultramarine.

PERFORATE

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

© Roselyne Rivierre 2015

Cut
¡   Cut out the Grid Work as indicated 

on the pattern and the borders with 
your scissors.

Finishing
¡   Select a sheet of coloured card and 

secure the � nished design to the 
card using small dabs of Perga Glue.

  

A

EMBOSS

CUT

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

Condolences

CONDOLENCES

       Pic       Emboss               Cut

 Pic        Emboss     Cut

A

With deepest sympathy
Thinking of You
In our Thoughts
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Otherwise known as Matryoshka 
this brightly coloured card is 
suitable for all occasions.

14 June 2015
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PCA
■  Fine Love Heart perforating tool

■  Small Scallop Edge Cutter

■  Bold Straight Flexi Duo Grid

■  Fine Oval Grid 

PLUS
■  Oil pastels 

■  Black micron pen

■  Felt tip pens

■  Acrylic gold ink

■  Coloured insert

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Trace
¡    With a white pencil, mark the centre, 

base and fold line.

Perforate
¡    Secure your parchment to the Oval 

Grid and perforate every second hole 
on the 18th line from the centre to 
create the partial oval as shown on 
the pattern. 

¡    Remove from the Grid and use your 
Heart tool to lightly perforate the 
edge of the heart, aligning the tool 
with alternate perforations.

Russian Nesting Doll Designed by
Norma Allen

Russian Doll.indd   14 21/04/2015   16:01
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© Norma Allen 2015

Re-trace
¡    Attach the parchment with the 

perforated oval to the pattern of the 
doll, aligning with the bottom edges.

¡    Trace with a black micro pen, 
noting that the small areas in the 
eyes are not coloured. These give 
light re� ections on the dolls eyes 
and bring her to life.

Colour
¡    Working on the back, use felt tip 

pens to colour the dolls’ dress and 
scarf as per the pattern or your 
choice of colours. The lips are 
coloured on the front and the hair 
is drawn in on the front with a black 
micro pen.

X

Emboss
¡    On the back emboss all of the heart 

perforations, decorations on the 
dress, tiny teardrops at the base of 
the doll, lips, and white on the eyes 
and dots on the bottom of the motif 
with Ball tools.

Dorse
¡    Use a skin tone oil pastel to 

dorse the face and the hands.  

Perforate
¡    Attach the card to the Bold Grid 

and perforate every single hole 
in the areas which have not been 
coloured on the dress. 

¡    Fold card in half and sew in 
card stock of your choice. 

¡    Then through all of the layers 
perforate the outer edge of the 
heart pattern with your Fine Uni tool. 

¡    Open the front of the parchment 
and � nish re-perforating inside the 
hearts through this single layer. 

Finishing
¡    Cut the front and the back of 

the parchment with parchment 
scissors then use paper scissors 
to cut the coloured insert oval 
shown by initial perforations. 
Trim the base.

¡    Complete the card by dip dotting 
with gold ink and your Medium Ball 
tool, allow to dry and then emboss.

CENTREFO
LD

 L
IN

E
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Happy Bake Day  
As well as that special birthday, this versatile 
card can be made for all occasions.

16 June 2015
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Colour
¡    On the back of the parchment, 

colour the shapes with blending 
pencils of your choice and then 
blend with � uid. 

¡    Emboss random areas with your 
Sun tools. 

Perforate (deep)
¡    Shallow perforate around the outline 

using your Semi-Circle tool. 
¡    Use your Sun tool in the Semi-Circles. 
¡    Perforate deep and then cut out.

Cupcakes
¡    Working from the back emboss 

the outlines. 
¡    Colour from the back with 

blending pencils of your choice, 
blend with � uid.  

¡    Use a patterned Grid of your 
choice to form the icing.  

¡    Attach the � nished cupcakes to a 
piece of card and perforate around 
the outer edges of the cakes 
(through the paper and card) using 
a Two Needle tool.  

¡    Remove from the card and cut 
out the cakes.  

¡    Cut around the perforations of 
the card.  

¡    Attach each cupcake to the 
appropriate card around the edges 
with a very small amount of Perga 
Glue and allow to dry.   

¡    Use pearl drops on the icing of 
the cupcakes and leave to set. 

¡    Attach each cupcake on top of 
the other using glue pads.

Preparation
¡    Fold one sheet of A4 card in half and 

fold one half of the folded card once 
more inwards towards the centre fold.  

¡    Cut a second sheet of A4 card in half 
and attach to the smallest fold 
of card positioning it across the 
widest part.

Trace
¡    Attach an A5 sheet of parchment 

and trace the front of the card 
and remove. 

¡    Attach a second sheet of parchment 
to the insert pattern, do not remove 
from the pattern. 

¡    On a spare piece of paper trace 
each cup cake and numbers of 
your choice.  

Perforate (shallow)
¡    Still working on the insert sheet, 

shallow perforate using your Five 
Needle tool and then remove 
from the pattern. 

Emboss 
¡    Working on the back emboss the 

� eur de ly and outline. 
¡    Emboss around the centre of 

the Five Needle perforations, 
and perforate deep. 

¡    Working from the front, use a Two 
Needle tool to perforate around the 
inside of the embossed � eur de ly 
and outline. Cut out. 

¡    Still working on the back of the front 
sheet emboss all of the outlines. 

Label
¡    Attach a piece of parchment to Multi 

Grid No. 27, emboss and perforate.  
¡    Remove from the Grid and attach it 

to a piece of card.  
¡    Perforate again through the 

perforations (through the paper 
and card).  

¡    Remove from the card and cut 
out both.  

¡    Cut about seven perforations at 
the top and bottom of one end of 
the card and label (this is to insert 
the ribbon). 

¡    Trace the words onto the label with 
a white pencil and working from the 
back emboss all of the letters.  

¡    Thread the ribbon through the 
card and paper.  

¡    Attach to the right-hand side of the 
card with two brads, one at each end 
of the ribbon and one on the label.  

PCA
■  Small Sun embossing tool

■  Medium Sun embossing tool

■  Large Sun embossing tool

Pergamano
■  Semi-Circle perforating tool

■  Five Needle perforating tool

PLUS
■  Faber Castell polychromos pencils 

■  Blending medium 

■  Pearl drops 

■  Brads 

■  Ribbon

■  Cut ‘n’ dry nibs

■  Lilac insert card 

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

¡

Designed by
Ann Hubbard 
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Numbers
¡    Working from the back emboss 

around the outline of the numbers.  
¡    Turn the piece over and attach 

the numbers to a Straight Grid 
then perforate, emboss and cut 
as per the pattern.  

¡    Perforate around the outer edge of 
the numbers using a Two Needle tool 
and cut out leaving approximately 
1.5cm uncut at the bottom.  

¡    Using ordinary scissors cut a 
strip away from the number 
approximately 3cm long for 
attaching to the inner card.  

¡    Attach using Perga Glue towards 
the left-hand side of the inner card.  

¡    Position a couple of glue pads 
behind the numbers for outer card 
to rest on.

Finishing
¡    Attach the front sheet of work to 

the front of the cardstock at each 
corner using Perga Glue.  

¡    Attach the insert sheet inside the 
card with Perga Glue along the 
inner fold line.   

¡    Attach the cupcake using glue pads 
to the left-hand side of the card and 
� nish o�  by adding some gems.  t

©Ann Hubbard 2015
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Happy Bake Day!

t

©Ann Hubbard 2015

EMBOSS  PERFORATE
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PCA
■  Bold Straight Flexi Duo Grid 

■  Fine Straight Flexi Duo Grid 

■  Fine Quad perforating tool 

■  Medium Sun embossing tool 

■  Small Sun embossing tool

Pergamano
■  Moss Green coloured parchment 

■  Semi-Circle perforating tool

■  Perga Glue

PLUS
■  3M Spray Mount

■  3mm Double sided tape

■  Coloured fine liners

■  Polychromos pencils

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Zodiac Card - Taurus
This is the second in a series of 
four zodiac cards, this card includes 
white work, grid and colouring work, 
and is suitable for all levels of the craft, 
but will appeal to beginners.  

four zodiac cards, this card includes 
white work, grid and colouring work, 
and is suitable for all levels of the craft, 
but will appeal to beginners.  

19 June 2015
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Designed by
Mary G. Kerr 

t
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GRID A ON PCA FINE FLEXI 
DUO GRID STRAIGHT

GRID A

GRID B

INSERT

INSERT

APRIL 20 TO MAY 20 GRID B ON PCA BOLD 
FLEXI DUO GRID STRAIGHT

PERFORATE 

EMBOSS  

CUT

Trace
¡   Attach a plain sheet of parchment 

paper to the pattern, securing with 
removable tape. 
¡   With a sharp white pencil, trace the 

border and � owers (not leaves).   
¡   Use a black � ne liner to trace the bull.  
¡   Leave to dry over night before 

working with it.

Emboss
¡   On the reverse with your various Ball 

tools emboss your elements in the 
border and � owers.
¡   With your various Sun tools emboss 

between the Semi-Circle and Quad 
tool perforations in the insert. 

© Mary G. Kerr 2015t
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Perforate
¡   Perforate as shown in the pattern 

with your Two Needle, Quad and 
Semi-Circle perforating tools.

Grid
¡   Follow all of the patterns for each 

section as shown on pattern. 

Colour
¡   Attach your paper to the pattern 

and with very sharp pencils, use � ne 
strokes to colour the leaves, 
cream (102), juniper green (165), 
black (199).  
¡   With your � ne liners, colour the 

curly elements within the horns.   
¡   Colour in the head with a black � ne 

liner pen. 
¡   Using the orange � ne liner and black, 

place dots in the centre of � ower as 
shown in photo of � nished card. 

Cut
¡   Cut out all of the Two Needle, 

Quad and Semi-Circle tool 
perforations as shown in the 
pattern with your scissors.

Finishing
¡   Take an A4 sheet of Moss Green 

parchment, dull side up and create 
a fold line 10cm from the top.   
¡   Attach this to the pattern with 

removable tape lining up the fold 
line and shallow perforate over the 
pattern with your Semi-Circle and 
Quad tool perforating tools.   
¡   Remove from the pattern and 

emboss on the reverse with 
your various Sun tools between 
your Semi- Circle and Quad 
tool perforations.   
¡   Re-perforate deep with Quad tool 

perforations only with a One Needle 
tool and cut with your scissors.
¡   Place a second sheet of A4 Moss 

Green parchment, dull side up 
behind the worked insert and 
secure with double sided tape.
¡   Re-perforate deep with your 

Semi-Circle perforations 
through both layers with 
your One Needle tool.    
¡    Cut through both layers with 

your scissors.

¡   To � x your worked white work 
piece to your Moss Green 
parchment insert, use the paper 
pattern as a template and cut the 
oval outline around the bull.
¡   Place this piece in the centre of 

your card on the reverse and 
secure with removable tape.
¡   Spray the rest of the outline with 

3M spray mount, remove your paper 
insert and removable tape, line up 
with your moss green parchment  
insert and adhere both pieces 
together as shown in photo of 
� nished card.

Mary says…
With a li� le imagination the pa� ern for the Gemini twins could be 
suitable to use as a fun card for a teenager, or a Friends Forever type 
card, the choice is yours to play with the design to make it your own.    

MAY 21 TO JUNE 20MARCH 21 TO APRIL 21

t
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From the Archives
Pergamano
■   Large Sun embossing tool

PLUS
■   Daler Rowney Pearlescent inks 

Silver moss

Silver pearl

Bell bronze

■   Peel off greetings

■   Coloured insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Any Mum would love and treasure this pearl-strung card.

22 June 2015
Parchment Craft

String of Pearls 

In this feature, we take 
a dip into the archives 
to bring to you a project 
or card design from a 
respected crafter or sold 
out edition of Parchment 
Craft. This month we’ve 
chosen a piece featuring 
a string of pearls, 
submi� ed by Christine 
Coleman and originally 
published in the 
February 2003 issue.   

Designed by
Christine Coleman
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Trace
¡  Begin by attaching a plain piece of 

parchment to the pattern and with 
silver moss ink trace all of the leaves. 

¡  Use silver pearl and the dip dot 
technique to trace the pearls.

¡  Trace the rest of the design 
(including the border) with bell 
bronze or any other shade of gold.

 Grid Work (shallow)
¡  Following the pattern as shown on 

the diagram in the area marked.

Emboss
¡  Emboss the � owers and leaves in the 

usual way with your preferred size of 
Ball tool. 

¡  Once the dip dots have dried, 
emboss them too.

¡  Also emboss the border and the 
petals in the Grid Work. 

¡  Use your Large Sun tool in the Grid 
Work where shown and emboss a 
dot in the centres.

Cut
¡  Cut to crosses where shown. 

Finishing
¡  Perforate around the border and 

then cut out.
¡  Add a peel o�  greeting to the centre 

and sew in a suitable insert. 

  Emboss the � owers and leaves in the 
usual way with your preferred size of 

© Christine Coleman 2015

To dip dot, pour a pool of ink onto 
a tile (or suitable surface), dip your 
preferred size of Ball tool into the 
deepest part of the ink and then 
dot once onto the parchment. 
Repeat, making sure the dots are 
close, but not touching.

GRID
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White Flowers 
Some well perforated incisions allow the bright blue insert 
to show through on this multi-functional design.

24 June 2015
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Pergamano
■  Sky Blue parchment

PLUS
■  Spray glue

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Designed by
Anneke Oostmeijer  
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Perforate (deep)
¡    Use your Two Needle tool to 

perforate inside the curl motifs.

Cut
¡    Carefully cut out all of the Two 

Needle perforations inside the 
curl motifs.

Finishing
¡    Fold the parchment in half. 
¡    Attach a piece of Sky Blue parchment 

into the card with spray glue. 
¡    Fold the card and shallow perforate 

with your Two Needle tool through 
all three layers along the outline of 
the card. 

Trace
¡    Fix a plain sheet of parchment 

to the pattern. 
¡    Use your white pencil to trace the 

� owers, leaves, veins, curl motifs 
and the fold line. 

Stipple
¡    Stipple all of the parts within the 

sections marked ‘A’ with your One 
Needle tool.

Emboss
¡    Emboss using your full range of 

tools. Start with your Large Ball tool 
and work down to the smallest for 
the � owers, leaves and curl motifs. 

¡    Emboss with your Small Ball tool 
the fold line and the dots in the 
small � owers.

© Anneke Oostmeijer  2015© Anneke Oostmeijer  2015

¡    Perforate again along the existing 
perforations with your One Needle 
tool (deep). 

¡    Cut the outer perforations out 
along the outline as shown in 
the � nished card.

A A

A

A

AA

A

A

A A 

A

A

A

A

A A A

A

A

A

A

AA

A
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Daisies and Lace 
This exquisite daisy bouquet is surrounded by lace work detailing.
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PCA
■   Fine Small Half Square 

perforating tool

Pergamano
■  Fine Mesh Grid

PLUS
■  Green insert card

■  Gold insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Designed by
Julie Roces
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FOLD LINEFOLD LINE

G

G

G

G G

GG

G

G

G

G

G

G

© Julie Roces 2015

Trace
¡    Secure a plain piece of parchment 

to the pattern. 
¡    Trace the entire design using a 

mapping pen and white ink.

Emboss 
¡    Use your Medium and Large Ball 

tools to emboss the lace motif.  
¡    Use your Small Ball tool to emboss 

the lace netting.  
¡    Emboss the spray of daisies using 

the various sizes of your Ball 
embossing tools.

Perforate
¡    Attach the parchment to your Fine 

Mesh Grid and perforate within all 
of the areas marked “G”.  

¡    Use your Fine Small Half Square 
tool to add detailing to the right 
hand side. 

¡    Perforate within all of the shaded 
areas of the lace motif using your 
Two Needle perforating tool. 

Finishing 
¡    Cut out all of the Two Needle 

perforations.  
¡    Attach the � nished piece of 

parchment to matted and layered 
pieces of insert card. 

¡    Secure all of the pieces together 
with a piece of ribbon or cord. 
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Beep Beep 
With Father’s Day only a few weeks away, this design is perfect. 
It’s also suitable for the motoring enthusiast, and with additional 
sentiments a card suitable for all occasions.

Designed by
Sue Pritchard

28 June 2015
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PCA
■  Bold Straight Flexi Duo Grid

PLUS
■   Faber Castell polychromos pencils

Deep cobalt green (158) 

Pine green (267) 

May green (170)

Silver (251)

Black (199)

■  Splender Blender

■  Brads

■  Black cardstock or parchment

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need
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Trace
¡    Begin by tracing the outline with a 

white pencil. 
¡    Trace the inner rectangle (rounded 

corners) with a white pencil.
¡    If working the card as one piece, 

trace the car with black ink or a � ne 
liner pen. 

¡    Trace your required sentiment on a 
scrap piece of parchment. 

Grid Work
¡    Place on your Bold Diagonal Grid 

and work the pattern within your 
traced lines. 

¡    Whilst still on the Grid, work the 
outer corners of the outside line 
with your Uni Bold tool.

¡    Emboss within the Grid Work as 
per the pattern and the inner 
centre rectangle. 

¡    Emboss the dots within the three 
needle perforations. 

¡    Erase all of the pencil lines.
¡    Perforate and cut out the centre 

panel (unless working as one piece).

© Sue Pritchard 2015

Colour
¡    Colour the car using the darkest 

green on the front and add the other 
colours to create light and shade.

¡    With your Splender Blender pencil 
blend the colours, this will deepen 
and create a shine.

¡    When working the tyres add some 
to the back of the parchment as well. 
This will intensify the colour.

¡    Finally add the silver, carefully 
though, as this pencil is quite soft 
and can give sparkle where you 
don’t want it!

Finishing
¡    Emboss as required. 
¡    Attach to the cardstock and 

add other embellishments of 
your choice. Sue says...

You may prefer to work the grid pa� ern fi rst 
and then align the pa� ern, the rectangular 
outline is a guide for placement of the grid or 
the Three Needle tool and isn’t embossed.

Additional ideas for Father’s Day 
can be found on page 42 and 46.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

40
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A Brooch for 
your Birthday 

Showing how versatile parchment can be, this piece of work 
features a 3D fl ower brooch layered with guipure lace.

30 June 2015
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PCA
■  Sun embossing tool

■  Semi-Circle perforating tool

■  Fine Quad perforating tool

■  Bold Quad perforating tool

■  Fine Straight Flexi Duo Grid

■  Bold Diagonal Flexi Duo Grid

PLUS
■  Black leaf guipure lace 

■  Black velvet card

■  Black ribbon

■  3D Glue

■  Brooch pin

■  Black adhesive centre button

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Trace
¡    Using white ink and a mapping pen, 

trace the wording.
¡    Trace the outline of the � ower, 

the additional leaf � ve times with a 
white pencil.

Grid Work 
¡    Attach the � ower section to your 

Fine Straight Grid and work as 
per the pattern using suitable 
perforating and embossing tools.

¡    Work in around the individual leaf 
sections with your Semi-Circle tool. 
It is important to remove and 
replace each section on the grid.

¡    Perforate the border section on your 
Diagonal Grid.

Marilyn says…
To make a diff erent colour 
combination, simply work with white 
lace and colour it in with a Pro Marker. 

Designed by
Marilyn Pybus
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BLACK VELVET

SOLID EMBOSS

© Marilyn Pybus 2015

Emboss
¡    Emboss the centre of the Semi-Circle 

perforations, the areas in the � ower 
and the leaf outline.

Cut
¡    Cut out around the border section, 

the leaves, the quads in the � owers.

Finishing
¡    Use the � ower pattern to trace and 

cut around a piece of black velvet.
¡    Cut � ve large and � ve small leaf 

shapes from the guipure lace.
¡    Begin to layer up the brooch, 

working from the velvet add the 
large lace work � ower, the guipure 
lace, the individual parchment 
leaves, the small lace leaves and 
then centre button. 

¡    Attach the pin to the back of the 
velvet � ower. 

¡    Mat and layer the border section 
on a piece of square velvet and 
white card. 

¡    Use a small piece of Blu tack to 
attach the brooch to the card.

EXAMPLES OF BLACK LACE
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Subtle Elegance 
with Lace and 
Orchids 

Consisting of three layered pieces, Urszula combines embossed 
detailing with recurring Grid Work.
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PCA
■  Bold Straight Flexi Duo Grid

Pergamano
■  Perga Colours Exclusive (PCE Pens)

PLUS
■  Blue parchment

■  Adhesive dots

■  Coloured insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Grid Work Panel
¡    Place your parchment on the Bold 

Straight Grid and following the 
pattern perforate deep using your 
Uni Bold Needle tool.  

¡    Turn the parchment over and using 
a Small Ball tool, emboss the small 
dots as per pattern ‘A’.

¡    Remove from the Grid and place on 
the embossing mat.

¡    Emboss the larger dots with your 
Medium Ball tool. 

¡    Re-perforate if necessary.
¡    Using your scissors or snips, cut away 

the perforated sections according to 
pattern ‘B’

¡    Cut along the outside edge.

Blue Panel
¡    Place a piece of blue parchment on 

the Bold Straight Grid and follow 
pattern ‘D’ with your Uni Bold tool. 

¡    Remove from the Grid and cut along 
the outside edge.

Orchids
¡    Attach a plain piece of parchment to 

pattern ‘E’.
¡    Trace with a sharp white pencil all of 

the elements, then repeat.
¡    Emboss all of the petals with your 

Medium Ball tool.

¡    Use scissors or snips to cut out all of 
the elements.

¡    Colour in the centre sections of the 
petals using PCE bright yellow and 
dark yellow.

¡    Add a small amount of colour to the 
edges of the petals using PCE pink.

Finishing
¡    Carefully layer and roll together the 

cut out � oral elements, with Perga 
Glue or double sided tape. 

¡    Add a bit of bling to the centre with 
adhesive shimmer dots.  

¡    Mount and layer the � nished � owers 
to the blue and grid worked panels. 

Designed by
Urszula Madera
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ORCHIDS

PATTERN

© Urszula Madera 2015

EMBOSS

EMBOSS ON GRID

PERFORATE

A  PATTERN FOR LACE PERFORATE AND EMBOSSING

B  PATTERN FOR CUTTING LACE

C  CUTTING EDGE OF LACE

D  PATTERN FOR BLUE BACKGROUND

A

B

C

D

E X 2 F X 1
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Carol Hadlow 

Hello Carol. So tell us, how long have you been crafting? 
I’ve been crafting most of my life.
 

What’s your craft background?
I have always enjoyed all types of art and craft.

What other crafts are you involved in?
I particularly enjoy sewing and dressmaking.

And specifi cally, how long have you been 
parchment crafting?
About ten years.

Who, where and when introduced you to the craft?
I worked in a craft shop and a colleague brought in a 
beautiful framed piece of parchment craft. I was stunned. 
To think you could create a work of art from a simple piece 
of parchment paper was amazing. I was hooked!

Who or what infl uences your designs?
I love designing cards that combine painted images 
particularly faces, with delicate parchment borders.

Of all of your designs published in the magazine, 
do you have a favourite?
My beautiful bride card because Martha Ospina 
personally complimented me on it.

Carol Hadlow lives in Cramlington, a small town north of Newcastle.
Married to Roger for nearly thirty years she has a son called Steven along 
with a small menagerie of animals including two dogs, a cat, rabbit and guinea pig.
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Wedding Album Cover

Pergamano
■  Semi-Circle perforating tool

■  Dorso colours

■  Dorso oil

■  Tinta white ink

PLUS
■  Coloured insert card

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need

Living in Alberta, Canada, Beverly has been a registered Pergamano instructor 
since 2005. She is also a professional artist and an instructor at her local art 
school, specialising in oil painting. She’s fortunate enough to have two studios 
in her house, one for painting and one for doing parchment craft.  

TALENT SP    TTERS

Trace
¡   Attach a plain sheet of parchment to 

the pattern, taping down the corners 
with low tack tape.

¡   Use white ink to trace the entire 
pattern including all of the small 
dots within and around the lettering.

Dorse
¡   Take a Dorso crayon of your choice 

and apply on the reverse the area 
you wish to have tinted.

¡   Use Dorso oil or your preferred 
blending medium to spread the 
colour evenly.

36 June 2015
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Emboss
¡   On the back of your design, take your 

Small Ball tool and begin to lightly 
emboss the tops and bottoms of the 
words by embossing towards the 
centre of each word, but leaving the 
centre of each word unembossed.

¡   Emboss again so that the areas at 
the top and bottom of each letter are 
whiter but less so towards the centre.

¡   You do not have to emboss any 
outlines or dots if you wish to 
have a quicker � nished product 
of this design.

¡   Feather emboss around the 
leaves from the bottom of each 
leaf upwards but do not � ll in the 
entire leaf.

¡   If you choose to, emboss a second 
time to make it whiter.

Perforate
¡   Optional - Turn the embossed 

design over, with the front side 
up, using your Two Needle tool to 
perforate around the top and or 
bottom edge of the page.

¡   Make sure you perforate just outside 
the white line you have traced.

¡   Work around the outside of the 
design with your Semi-Circle tool.

Cut
¡   Use scissors or snips to 

cut away the waste parchment.

Finishing
¡   Attach the � nished piece of 

work to a coloured insert.

Beverly says…
This design can easily be adapted to a more 
elaborate and colourful piece depending 
on your creativity and skill level.

Designed by
Beverly Bunker
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t
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© Beverly Bunker  2015
t
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Detailed 
card 
projects60

Digital stamps by 
Saturated Canary

 Perfect cards 
for Father’s Day

crafting off 
  the page

Plus competitions, interviews, shopping pages, reader cards and much more...

CRAFT PAPERS
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Making Cards is packed full of detailed 
step-by-step card projects created by a team of highly talented contributors 

demonstrating a vast array of techniques to bring you a wide range of unique beautiful projects.

and your local craft shop.

Buy your issue online at 

www.makingcardsmagazine.com
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© Roselyne Rivierre 2015

Perforate Emboss CutC

Perforate Emboss CutA

Perf Emboss CutB

For supplies of ...
The Pergamano range

Parchcraft Australia (PCA) tools, grids,
accessories and easy templates

Christine Coleman Patterns and DVD range
Tina Cox Pattern Packs

Sakura - Yazzii - Zest-It - Sundries
Mail Order Only

contact Rogate Paper Supplies
on-line shop at www.rogatepaper.co.uk

e-mail: sales@rogatepaper.co.uk
01903 754963

UP TO 20% OFF PERGAMANO RANGE (ONLINE ONLY)
Lots of current promotions available on our website.

We are now an Indigo Blu stockist!
Sat 26th April - Ian and Mike from Krafty Hands, 

workshop from 10-4pm. £25 including lunch. Booking essential 
Great discounts available!

Full Pergamno stockist. Many online offers!
108 Outram Street, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 4FS

Free postage on all UK orders over £10, under £10 for just £2 p&p

www.jgdcrafts.com
New tel: 01623 557567

J.G.D. Crafts
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Parchment craft 
in north Wales

tutor Ann BowmAn
Registered Pergamano Tutor & Graduate of the Parchment Craft Guild

DAy workshops in penrhyn BAy Community Centre
Tuesdays 10 a.m. – 3.30 p.m.

10th February – Art Deco card, Single Girl
10th March – Painting Leaves

14th April – Black & White, Art Deco style
12th May – Mixed Media Butterflies

non-resiDentiAl pArChment weekenD 
At rhuDDlAn Community Centre

Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th June
Glamorous Art Deco Lady Picture/Card and Whitework Frame

Contact Ann on 0151 420 3593 or email annbowman05@gmail.com

PC 15 03 English_Layout 1  26/01/2015  09:57  Page 11

Four gorgeous new 
designs by Christine, 
with colour instructions 

PLUS… 
Exclusive reader offer: 
20% off Christine 
Coleman’s Essential 
Parchment Paper, pack 
of 50. Code: mag50 

Order online today: www.cccollection.co.uk 

Tel: 0845 194 7114 
Email: sales@cccollection.co.uk 

Trade orders visit www.cccollectiononline.co 

• latest patterns • accessories 
• project DVDs  • tools  

• kits  • pencils 

Christine Coleman ‘Exclusive 3’ 

Free full colour catalogue call:  

Free postage and packaging 
worldwide on orders over £30 or if 
purchasing two pattern packs. 

Four gorgeous new 
designs by Christine, 
with colour instructions 

PLUS… 
Exclusive reader offer: 
20% off Christine 
Coleman’s Essential 
Parchment Paper, pack 
of 50. Code: mag50 

Order online today: www.cccollection.co.uk 

Tel: 0845 194 7114 
Email: sales@cccollection.co.uk 

Trade orders visit www.cccollectiononline.co 

• latest patterns • accessories 
• project DVDs  • tools  

• kits  • pencils 

Christine Coleman ‘Exclusive 3’ 

Free full colour catalogue call:  

Free postage and packaging 
worldwide on orders over £30 or if 
purchasing two pattern packs. 

Free full colour catalogue call: 
0845 194 7114 
Email: sales@cccollection.co.uk

Trade orders visit www.cccollectiononline.co

Order online today: www.cccollection.co.uk

• latest patterns 
• accessories 
• project DVDs 
• pencils
• kits • tools
Free postage and 
packaging worldwide 
on orders over £30 or if  
purchasing two pattern packs.

Loyalty points with every order

HOME OF EXQUISITE CRAFTS

Have you seen the ‘Elegance Collection’? 
Available now exclusively from this website. 

Visit my website for hints, tips and different 
free patterns to download each month.

Buy on-line or pay by 
cheque or postal order

Parchment craft patterns 
suitable for all abilities

 www.judithmaslen.co.uk
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Anyone for Tennis? 
Suitable for a beginner, this card is ace!

44 June 2015
Parchment Craft

Designed by
Maria Maidment
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Pergamano
■  Multi Grid No. 4

■  Perga Glue

PLUS
■  4mm Double sided tape

■  Green flower soft

■  Black flower soft

■  Blue flower soft

■  White ribbon

■  Silver brads

■  Green brads

■  Green insert card 

YOUR BASIC TOOL KIT PLUS:

You Will Need Trace
¡    With white ink or pencil, trace the 

lines and the tennis rackets onto a 
plain sheet of parchment.

¡   Trace the ball and sentiment on a 
separate piece of parchment.

Grid Work
¡   Use your Four Needle tool to 

perforate along the vertical lines.

Emboss 
¡   Emboss the lines around the outside 

edge of the card with a Small Ball 
tool and rule. 

¡   Emboss the rackets and the ball with 
a Medium Ball tool. 

¡   Use a Small Ball tool for the strings.

Perforate 
¡   Perforate between the strings with 

your One Needle tool. 

Cut
¡   Cut the crosses with parchment 

scissors or snips.  

Finishing
¡   Perforate a hole in each corner of 

the parchment and use brads to 
secure to a piece of folded card.

¡   Attach 4mm double sided tape 
inside the perforated lines 

¡   Scatter and press green � ower soft 
over the tape to form a � ocking 
e� ect on the card. 

¡   Use glue to create a ball shape 
between the rackets and cover 
with green � ower soft. 

¡   Repeat for the handles.  

Additional ideas for Father’s Day 
can be found on page 42 and 46.

© Maria Maidment 2015

REGULAR STRAIGHT GRID
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Don’t miss the next great issue of 
JULY ISSUE ON SALE 12TH JUNE
You can buy your copy in most good craft shops, 
independent newsagents and selected stores of 

Why not subscribe and never miss an issue?
Turn to page 11 to check out our fantastic subscription off er.

Marguerite Daisies Bu� erfl y Corner
Coloured butterfl ies 
fl uttering around a 
lace work element. 

Alternatively
www.subscribeme.to/parchmentcraft

Lotus in the Round
Ji Hong presents a 
purple lotus fl ower.  

Lotus in the Round
This daisy themed card 
has been worked with 
blendable pencils and 
sits inside a scalloped 
and perforated border.  

Bonus pa� erns from

Whatsnext.indd   46 21/04/2015   14:04



PARCHMENT 
International Exhibition

The 2015 Bristol 

SUNDAY 21st June 2015  9.30am - 5.00pm

Come and meet parchment cra�  experts, demonstrators 
and enthusiasts from around the world at this unique summer event.

Parchment Cra�  Magazine  •  Association of Parchment Cra� ers  •  � e Parchment Cra�  Guild
•  Academy of Independent Parchment Tutors  •  Linda Wilson and Pat Murphy

Wightcat Cra� s and Hilary Bucci-Pepper  •  Fantastic Creations  •  Personal Images  
Alison Yeates and King� sher Cra� s  •  Cra�  Fairy Ribbons  •  Somer Cra�  Addix  •  Crystal Parade

 PPF Association of French Professors  •  Judith Maslen  •  Bruno Piechota  •  Karen Fitzpatrick  •  Anne Quinn

Plus 
MANY MORE SKILLED DEMONSTRATORS

Visit our website (below) for a full list
Sponsored by:

Over 60 exhibitors are expected to be 
in attendance, each promoting individual 
skills, techniques, products and services 
all of which dedicated to the wonderful 
hobby of parchment cra� .

Tickets on sale
£8.00 at the door
£6.50 in advance

BOOK NOW

Parchment

To purchase tickets in advance, 
please make cheques payable to Pat Murphy and send a stamped addressed envelope to: 

Pat Murphy, 69 Eastbury Avenue, Honickle, Plymouth, Devon PL5 2ND

For more information:
Tel: 01752 784281

Email: pat.murphy1947@hotmail.com

Visit: www.bristolparchmentcraftexhibition.info
or: www.academyofi ndependentparchmenttutors.org

Venue: 
Bristol 

(BS1 6QH)
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Craftlines B.V.
Ondernemingsweg 53

1422 DZ Uithoorn
The Netherlands

T +31 (0) 297 522 533
E info@craftlines.eu
 I www.craftlines.eu

Translucent paper 
Grey | 63001

Translucent paper 
Taupe | 63002

Translucent paper 
Dark Brown | 63003

Translucent paper 
Anthracite | 63004

Translucent paper 
Reedgreen | 63005

Translucent paper 
Lemon | 63006

Translucent paper 
Yellow | 63007

Translucent paper 
Orange | 63008

Translucent paper 
Dark Orange | 63009

Translucent paper 
Red | 63010

Translucent paper 
Winered | 63011

Translucent paper 
Violet | 63012

Translucent paper 
Fuchsia | 63013

Translucent paper 
Pink | 63014Winered | 63011

Translucent paper 
Lilac | 63015

Translucent paper 
Purple | 63016

Translucent paper 
Navy | 63017

Translucent paper 
Sea Blue | 63018

Translucent paper 
Aqua | 63019

Translucent paper 
Ice Blue | 63020

Translucent paper 
Pastel Beige | 63021

Translucent paper 
Ivory | 63022

Translucent paper 
White | 63023

Translucent paper 
Paper Color Collection | 63024

Translucent paper 
Black | 64001

Translucent paper 
Silver | 64002

Translucent paper 
Gold | 64003

Translucent paper 
Paper Color Collection | 64004

Translucent 
Paper Collection

                Parchment is transparant paper in bright colours or soft pastel 
colours. This paper is suitable for many creative purposes. On this paper you 
can perforate and emboss with different Pergamano® tools. This way you are 
able to make the most beautiful invitations, greeting cards, boxes, gift tags, 
stamping cards and memory decorations. Also suitable for laser printers.

Translucent
                Parchment is transparant paper in bright colours or soft pastel 
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